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Policy and Advocacy Approach of the Public Sector Health Care 

Roundtable
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PUBLIC SECTOR HEALTHCARE ROUNDTABLE PRIORITIES

What We Believe

The members of the Public Sector HealthCare Roundtable have a long-term 

commitment to maintaining programs that enable public workers, retirees, and their 

families to obtain high-quality health benefits at a cost that is affordable and sustainable 

for the workers, their families, and their employers. It is our belief that national health 

care policies should advance innovative proposals to constrain costs, increase value, and 

improve quality and efficiency in the health care delivery system.
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ROUNDTABLE POLICY PRIORITIES

WE SUPPORT…

 Health System Innovation, Sustainability, and Access to Coverage

➢ We support efforts to constrain health care cost growth and ensure the sustainability of insurance markets, including 
access to affordable health care coverage for all and the promulgation of innovative payment models based on value and 
quality, rather than volume.

 Pharmaceutical Cost Containment Issues

➢ We support congressional and the regulatory efforts to establish and sustain greater competition in the pharmaceutical – and
especially the biopharmaceutical -- marketplace.

 Health Care Quality and Improved Outcomes

➢ We support the further development of quality measures, and particularly those in high-impact areas such as the complex 
chronically ill and those individuals that are functionally limited.

 Innovation in Care Delivery in Public Programs

➢ We support innovative care delivery models that allow those with complex needs in public programs, such as Independence at
Home, and those individuals nearing the end of life to receive care in the home setting. 5



ROUNDTABLE POLICY ACTIVITIES

 Monitoring Legislative Activity

 Monitor, provide analysis, and inform Roundtable members of key federal legislation

 Supporting/Opposing Key Legislation and Regulatory Actions

 Take positions on consensus-based issues and publicly support/oppose if/when necessary

 Engaging/Collaborating with Allied Stakeholders

 Work alongside and in collaboration with allied stakeholders, including consumers and other
health care purchasers

 Engaging/Collaborating with Roundtable Members

 Engage members and promote innovative purchasing initiatives as well as data
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KEY HEALTH CARE POLICY ISSUES

Overarching Issues in Washington

 Reform the reform: Changes to the Affordable Care Act (legislative, administrative, legal, and otherwise)

 U.S. House has been active in opposing the Trump administration’s ACA regulations and guidance

that could weaken the insurance marketplaces and has reaffirmed many aspects of the ACA.

 Very visible efforts by progressive House members and Democratic Presidential candidates to push a

variety of Medicare-for-all/Single Payer/Public plan concepts.

 ‘Repeal & Replace’ – finally dead and gone…for now.

 And of course, addressing the soaring cost of drug prices has taken center-stage.
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▪ Shaping the Debate:  Americans’ Views on Drug Pricing 
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KEY HEALTH CARE POLICY ISSUES

American Public on Drug Pricing
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KEY HEALTH CARE POLICY ISSUES

American Public on Drug Pricing
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KEY HEALTH CARE POLICY ISSUES

American Public on Drug Pricing
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KEY HEALTH CARE POLICY ISSUES

American Public on Drug Pricing
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KEY HEALTH CARE POLICY ISSUES

American Public on Drug Pricing
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▪ Public Sector Purchasers and the Drug Pricing Debate: 

Key Issues, Engagement, and Next Steps 
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KEY DRUG PRICING ISSUES

Administration Proposals

 The Trump administration has moved without Congress this year on variety of drug pricing

proposals:

➢ Classes of Clinical Concern.

 Drugs that are protected from utilization management in Medicare Part D: Anticonvulsants, antidepressants, antineoplastics,

antipsychotics, antiretrovirals, and immunosuppressants.

 Administration abandoned the proposal in July 2019

➢ Direct-to-Consumer Advertising. Administration moved to require drug makers to show the cost for their medicines in 

direct-to-consumer television advertising. 

 On Monday (Jul. 8), a federal court sided with drug makers and tossed out the Trump administration's rule. Judge Amit Mehta 

ruled that HHS exceeded its regulatory authority by requiring manufacturers to include the list price of any drug that costs 

more than $35 a month in their TV ads.

 "To be clear, the court does not question HHS' motives in adopting the WAC Disclosure Rule. Nor does it take any view on 

the wisdom of requiring drug companies to disclose prices. That policy very well could be an effective tool in halting the 

rising cost of prescription drugs. But no matter how vexing the problem of spiraling drug costs may be, HHS cannot do 

more than what Congress has authorized," Mehta wrote. 
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KEY DRUG PRICING ISSUES

Administration Proposals

 The Trump administration has moved without Congress this year on variety of drug pricing

proposals:

➢ Part B Reforms. The Administration has proposed to peg prices for certain Medicare Part B drugs to reimbursement in

OECD countries.

 MedPAC said the international pricing index (IPI), “while laudable in its goal of reducing prices, has several structural features

that hamper its feasibility.”

 NOTE: Key Senate Republicans opposed.

➢ Proposal to Eliminate Rebates in Part D. The Administration proposed to eliminate the safe harbor in the federal anti-

kickback law for rebates negotiated by pharmacy benefit managers (PBMs) on behalf of Medicare Part D plans and Medicaid

managed care plans.

 Abandoned in July 2019.
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KEY DRUG PRICING ISSUES

Administration Proposals – Roundtable Response
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For Immediate Release

July 11, 2019

PUBLIC SECTOR PLANS PRAISE TRUMP ADMINISTRATION

FOR PROTECTING SENIORS FROM PART D PREMIUM HIKES

The Trump Administration decision to abandon a proposal to eliminate rebates in

Medicare Part D would have led to higher costs for public sector retirees and their families.

"The Public Sector HealthCare Roundtable is relieved that the Administration chose to abandon their proposal to eliminate Medicare Part 

D rebates which would have led to significantly higher premiums costs for millions of public sector retirees and their families in all 50 

states. We share President Trump and Secretary Azar's goal of immediately addressing the skyrocketing cost of prescription drugs in the 

U.S. We ask policymakers to support market-based policies to increase competition in the pharmaceutical marketplace, such as reducing 

the market exclusivity period for brand biologics, addressing abuses of the new patent filings, curbing brand manufacturers' misuse of Risk 

Evaluation and Management Strategies to block generic manufacturers from obtaining samples of brand drugs, and finalizing the

Administration's proposal to tie the cost of certain Medicare Part B drugs to international prices."

Andrew MacPherson, Senior Policy Advisor

Public Sector HealthCare Roundtable



KEY DRUG PRICING ISSUES

Administration Proposals

 The Trump administration has moved without Congress this year on variety of drug pricing

proposals:

➢ BUT WAIT,THERE’S MORE!

➢ Trump Administration puts forward importation proposal. The new importation plan offers a pathway through which

states, wholesalers and pharmacists could import drugs from Canada and an industry-led pathway that could open importation

from other foreign countries. It represents a major shift in policy at HHS, which historically has not supported drug

importation due to alleged safety risks.

➢ The move comes as HHS already faces pressure from several states to allow importation. The Trump administration suggests

that the state programs potentially could become less important if the drug industry saves patients costs under the second

pathway, which would allow drug makers to import versions of their FDA-approved drugs that are sold abroad, under a

different National Drug Code (NDC).
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KEY HEALTH CARE POLICY ISSUES

Drug Pricing – U.S. Senate Action

 U.S. Senate Committee on Health, Education, Labor & Pensions passed the bipartisan Lower

Health Care Costs Act of 2019 by a vote of 20 – 3, which includes 54 proposals from 64 members of

the U.S. Senate.

 Includes many proposals related to drug pricing:

➢The package includes Creating and Restoring Equal Access to Equivalent Samples (CREATES) Act

➢The legislation includes provisions to ban spread pricing by pharmacy benefit managers, require that

PBMs pass all rebates to plans and keep first-to-file generic drug makers from blocking competitors.

➢ Includes the Fair Accountability and Innovative Research (FAIR) Drug Pricing Act which would force drug makers

to submit a pricing information and justification report to HHS at least 30 days in advance of drug-price

increases larger than 10% of the drug’s price over one year or 25% over three years.

▪ Democratic presidential candidates Sens. Bernie Sanders (I-VT) and Elizabeth Warren (D-MA)

voted against the overall legislative package. Warren said in a statement that she voted against the

package because it is not tough enough on drug makers.
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KEY HEALTH CARE POLICY ISSUES

Drug Pricing – U.S. Senate Action

 U.S. Senate Committee on Finance passed the bipartisan Prescription Drug Pricing Reduction Act of

2019 by a vote of 19 – 9.

Key Provisions:

✓ Drug Prices Pegged to Inflation. The bill includes a provisions that would require brand-drug and biologic manufacturers

to pay Medicare back for any list price that increases higher than the Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers (CPI-

U) in both Medicare Parts B and Part D.

✓ Justifying Price Hikes. A transparency provision modeled after the Stopping the Pharmaceutical Industry from Keeping

Drugs Expensive (SPIKE) Act was included that would make drug makers justify price hikes to HHS.

✓ Coupons. The bill would force drug, biologic and biosimilars makers to exclude the value of coupons provided to privately

insured individuals when they report a drug's ASP to HHS.

✓ Biologics and Biosimilars. The bill increases payments for biosimilars to encourage their use over brand biologics. The

current payment rate - average sales price (ASP) of the biosimilar product plus an add-on payment equal to 6% of the

reference biological product's ASP -- is increased to 8% of the reference product ASP for a period of five years.
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KEY HEALTH CARE POLICY ISSUES

Drug Pricing – U.S. Senate Action

 U.S. Senate Committee on Finance passed the bipartisan Prescription Drug Pricing Reduction Act of

2019 by a vote of 19 – 9.

Key Provisions:

✓The legislation also restructures Medicare Part D by eliminating the coverage gap and beneficiary cost-

sharing in the catastrophic phase, replacing it with a $3,100 cap indexed to growth in Part D spending. It makes

Medicare responsible for 20 percent of costs above that, the plan 60 percent, and requires the manufacturer to

provide 20 percent discounts above that level. The Roundtable is still analyzing the impact on public plans and

welcomes feedback on the proposal.

✓An amendment to allow Medicare to negotiate directly with manufacturers, which the Roundtable supports,

failed to pass.
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KEY HEALTH CARE POLICY ISSUES

Drug Pricing – U.S. Senate Action

 And note…Chairman Grassley Opening Remarks at SFC Mark-Up 7/25/19:

“That said, the administration threw us a curve ball a couple of weeks ago when they did not finalize a proposed rule.

That rule would have ensured that the savings from rebates in the Part D program would be passed through to

benefit seniors at the pharmacy counter. I believe that is a good idea. Senator Wyden, I would like to continue to

work with you to get a similar policy into our legislation before it becomes law.
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KEY HEALTH CARE POLICY ISSSUES

Drug Pricing – Reactions to SFC Proposal
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AARP’s David Certner: “Congress has finally hit a tipping point on out of control Rx prices -- constituents 

across the country on both sides of the aisle are fed up and want action now. Today, the Senate Finance 

committee acted.”

America’s Health Insurance Plans (AHIP): “We applaud the Committee for coming together in a 

bipartisan way… Giving Big Pharma meaningful liability and accountability for their high drug prices is 

essential for keeping premiums low for seniors and reducing costs for taxpayers.”

Campaign for Sustainable Rx Pricing: “We applaud Chairman Grassley and Ranking Member Wyden for 

their dedication to lowering prescription drug prices for Americans… and look forward to working with 

committee members to advance measures to hold Big Pharma accountable.”

The Hill: “The advancement of the measure was a rare loss for the powerful pharmaceutical industry, which 

denounced the bill.”



KEY HEALTH CARE POLICY ISSUES

Drug Pricing – U.S. Senate Action

Cross-Committee Talks On Drug Pricing Begin In The Senate
By Rachel Cohrs

July 30, 2019 at 2:08 PM

Updated Story

The leaders of the Senate Finance and health committees met Tuesday (July 30) to begin cross-committee talks on drug pricing, the 

chairmen said. Both Finance Chair Chuck Grassley (R-IA) and health Chair Lamar Alexander (R-TN) have said they intend to combine their 

committees’ drug-pricing and health care packages before a floor vote.
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https://insidehealthpolicy.com/node/109037


KEY HEALTH CARE POLICY ISSUES

Drug Pricing – U.S. House Action

 U.S. House Committee on Energy & Commerce unanimously passed the bipartisan Fair 

Accountability and Innovative Drug Research Act 

 Key Provisions: 

 It would require certain drug manufacturers to submit documentation to the Secretary of the Department of Health and 

Human Services (HHS) 30 days before increasing the price of a qualifying drug. 

 The bill requires manufacturers to report their justification for an increase in the wholesale acquisition cost (WAC) of a 

qualifying drug should the manufacturer decide to increase the price by 10% or more over a 12-month period, or by 25% or 

more over a 36-month period 

 A manufacturer of a qualifying drug would be required to report the total expenditures for manufacturing the drug, the 

research and development expenditures for the qualifying drug, and total revenue and net profit generated by the drug, as 

well as other documentation as applicable 

 The bill would further require that the information provided by the manufacturer be published unless it is considered trade 

secret and confidential. 

 This legislation includes a civil monetary penalty of $100,000 per day should a manufacturer fail to comply. Annual reports of 

this information are also required to be provided by HHS to Congress.
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KEY HEALTH CARE POLICY ISSUES

Drug Pricing – U.S. House Action

 Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi will unveil a major bill in September aimed at reducing drug 

prices 

 Wendell Primus, a senior health care advisor to Speaker Pelosi, has been talking with the administration 

for months about the upcoming proposal (Roundtable met with Wendell in June).

 In response to critics Primus stated, “If the Democrats unveil this and the administration says they like it, 

you could see this passing the House overwhelmingly”

 According to Primus the bill will likely:

➢ Allow Medicare to directly negotiate drug prices with pharmaceutical companies, likely for most expensive drugs.

➢ These negotiated prices could apply to private insurers as well, effectively bringing down costs across the market. 

➢ If Medicare and drug companies cannot agree on a price during negotiations, there would be a tax on the drug 

companies– as a measure to encourage manufacturers to actively negotiate. 

➢ According to Primus, there will also be an arbitration process put in place to resolve price disputes.  
26



Future Roundtable Drug Pricing Policy Activity and Questions
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 Challenging and divisive broader health reform context results in lots of grand standing and policy 

development, but only incremental policy changes:

➢ Part B International Pricing finalized, despite Republican opposition.

➢ A form of the SFC packages passes the floor of the Senate in September, likely after Speaker Pelosi announced 

her position on negotiating, other key issues.

➢ Rebate issue resurfaces – wild card

➢ Roundtable seeking information and counsel from public sector plan members on letter to House leadership 

before Labor Day.

➢ Trump eager for a win… will likely sign what comes to his desk.

➢ Positioning for 2020! Democratic Presidential candidates influence…

Andrew’s Shameless Predictions for Fall 2019
(And I am not a fan predictions)
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Thank you!

Questions?

Andrew MacPherson

Senior Policy Advisor

Andrew@healthcareroundtable.org


